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The high death rate definitely looked scary, and quite a few people balked at it. However, some spoke up

about it.

“In the last battle, three entered and two died while one was heavily injured. It really is not very worth it,

but that was a special situation. Normally, only one participant will die. The others who survive might be

injured, but it would not be too bad. Just look at the rewards! Of course, there will be a lot of people

signing up!”

That person was right, and he was quite objective in his comments as well.

The last battle really had been a complete waste, but it was a special situation in the grand scheme of

things.

The death rate was usually at around thirty percent. After all, only three could participate in every round.

On top of that, the incredible rewards were plain for all to see. It caused quite a few warriors to be

tempted.

Any warrior that was confident in themselves would definitely consider participating.

The one who had been complaining said again, “Don’t be in such a hurry to judge me. I’m not wrong. It’s

not like there weren’t those who raised the level to the bronze rank before. They managed to walk out with

twenty-five pieces of purple gold!”

That was twenty-five pieces of purple gold, not twenty-five spirit crystals. Those twenty-five pieces of

purple gold were equal to two hundred and fifty million spirit crystals. Even warriors that were at the top

might not have so much with them.

Quite a few people were moved by the rewards. Even though they knew very well that it was very likely

that they would not be able to win, and they would die inside if they did not, they could still not forget about

such an amazing reward.

They were like fishes that were attracted by bait. Even if they knew that they might give up on their lives,

quite a few of them still bit down on the hook and practically gave up on their lives!

Jagoan and the others had not been able to look at the rules of the Killing Hall yet, but they could guess

the gist of it from the discussions around them. Jagoan raised an eyebrow, not expecting the rewards

there to be outlandish. It was just a large amount of spirit crystals.

Those who won would be able to increase their fortunes by severalfold. Those who lost would pay with

their lives.

Many have died because of this, but quite a few people still charged forward, frantically signing up. After

all, the crazy rewards stirred their impulsiveness.

Such a large amount of spirit crystals could get them a lot of resources. They could buy treasures that had

been out of their reach before.

It was not like the rewards they had seen before this. Even if they got the treasures, if they did not need

them, they would need to sell the treasures for spirit crystals before they got the resources they wanted.

The Killing Hall allowed them to skip that step. As long as they were able to win the rewards on the spot,

then even the lowest reward was one hundred and fifty million spirit crystals.

That amount was enough to get the treasures they needed. Any slightly weaker warriors would be able to

use those treasures to improve themselves greatly.

Even Jagoan had to take a deep breath to control himself. He had already opened his eyes and

understood the difference between him and everyone else. However, he was still tempted by the rewards.

Spirit crystals were even more alluring than any treasures.

Jagoan was incredibly excited. Yet, he knew in his heart how much of a joke his thoughts were.
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